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1. Statement of the main result
Let sr(n) denote the sum of digits in the r-adic representation of a nonnegative integer n. Let ξ(ri)=e(csr(n)), where e(x)=e2*ix and c is a real number
such that (r-l)c^Z.
Then it is known [3] that the covarίance
7e(w) = lim -L i f ξ(n+m)ξ(n)
jr+oojy »=o

exists for any rn^Z and the spectral measure Λ$ is continuous but singular with
respect to the Lebesgue measure, where Λ$ is the measure on T=R]Z such that
jξ(m) = \ e(mx)dAξ(x)
JT

for any m€=Z.
Theorem Let p and q be two relatively prime integers not less than 2. Let
a(n)=e(aSp(ή)) and β(n)=e(bsq(n)), where a and b are real numbers such that
(p—l)aφZ and (q—l)b<£Z. Then the spectral measures Aa and Aβ are singular
to each other,
2.

Lemmas

To prove the theorem, we may and do assume that q is an odd number. Let
erk(n) be the Λ-th digit of the r-adic representation of n; that is, erk(n)^ {0, 1, •••,
r— 1} and
n = ΣS el{n)rk.
fc = 0

L e m m a 1. As m and t tend to the infinity satisfying that nι>t, τq(p2m—p2t)
tends to the infinity, where τq(n) is the largest integer j such that there exist 2j
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integers 0^k1<k2<-~<k2j
ί=l,2,...,/.
Proof.

satisfying that 42<_1(w)>0 and eqk2i(n)<q—\

for

Let
Γr(w) = Π cos 2πnr-k .
k=0

Then by H. G. Senge and E. G. Straus [5], it holds that
limTθ(ή)Γφ(n) = 0
for any integers θ and φ not less than 2 such that log 0/log φ is irrational. Since

it follows, using the above fact, that

For any fixed s, there exists a constant δ(q, s)>0 such that

holds for any \l9 •••, λ s e {—9+ 1, -~? + 2, —, 5— 1} and Ai, —, Λs GΛΓ.
τq(n)=sy then n can be written as
λiί*H

If

hλ2,?*2

for some λ2, .- ,λ2 S e{—5+I, — ^ + 2 , ••-,?— 1} and A2, -~yk2s^N.
implies that

Hence, this

Suppose that

Then we have a contradiction that
0 = ϊίin \Γq(p2m— p2t)\ ^δ(q, 2s)>0 .

Let ?(w)=e(ί:ίr(w)), where c is a real number such that (r— l)ct£Z.
for a moment and denote ej=e1}(ή) (j=0, 1, •••). Let τ=τr(n) and

Fix n
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A β = - 1
a,; = min{k>bj^; ek>0}
b. = min {k>a.\ et<r— 1}
(i=l,2,...,T).
Let Xo> Xl9 ••• be a sequence of independent random variables on {0,1, •••, r— 1}
such that P(Xk=j)=\jr for a n y / e {0, 1, —, r— 1} and &=0, 1, ••• . Let

Yn = lim (sr(± Xjr'+n)-srct

X/)),

where the limit exists with probability 1.
L e m m a 2.

Proof.

Clear.

L e m m a 3. Ύs{n) tends to 0 as n tends to the infinity satisfying that
τr(w)->oo.

Proof.

Define random variables dly £2> "' by

For
{c 1 <c 2 <

<cjc{62>;-7 = l , 2 , - } ,

define a stochastic event
I{Cι,

•••, ck)

=

{Si

=

Cj, •••, dk =

ck)

.

Let

Then £-»0 as τ->oo satisfying that k~
2 r +
define

for A=l, 2, •••, k, where c o = —1 and

.
1

On each event /(<ά, ••*,£*)>
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Define also

where
Then on each event I(cu ••••, ck), the random variables Zu Z2> ••• , Z A + 1 are independent and it holds that K Λ = Σ Zh.

Let ώ e {1, 2, •••, A}.

Let

i = niin {iG]c A _!, ch]; e{>0 and £ ί + 1 O — 1}
and g=ejt

^

Then we have, putting I=I(cly

+

7

•••, ^ ) ,

/, Xt = r-g,

' ^ y = 0.

^~L+^{e{{r-\)c)+\)E{e{cZh)\I,

X, = r-g,

Xj+1

= 0)

Therefore,
E(e(cYn))
^

Σ

IE{e{cYn)I/(Cl,

, ck))\P(I(Cl,

=Σ Ί
Thus E(e(cYn))-+0 as T->QO satisfying that
Lemma 4.

It holds that
lim

*

= 0,

"

71 is the shift of arithmetic functions and for an arithmetic function
N-l

Proof.

It holds that

\ 1/2

Xj+ι =? 0)}
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N*=
Thus, lemma 4 follows from lemma 1 and 3.
Lemma 5. It holds that
1 "
lim £ 2 2-* -a-Ka =0,
where

Proof.

Let r=/>. Note that
iV " = 1

It holds that
lim£(

Jl
= 0,
since

lim I E((e(aYp2m)-K)(e(aYμ,)-K))

I

= lim
lim
= Urn I

^ΣE(e(aYμn)-K\Jk)E(eiaYι)-K\Jk)P(Jk)\

= lim I (2n-2)E(e(a Y,)-l
= 0
where for k=2, 3, •••, In— 1,
, . - , ^ . x Φ O , X A = 0} .

3. Proof of the theorem
For an arithmetic function ηy let ||?7|| be the norm in lemma 4. Let
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S= {η; |MI<oo}, m={v; |W|=0} and B=Sjm,
Then it is known [2] that &
is a Banach space. Since TJldJl and T~ι<3lcJly T can be considered as an
invertible transformation on i3. In this sense, it is clear that T is an isometry.
For v^Sf let H(η) be the closed subspace of IB generated by {Tnη; nί
For η and ζ in B, define an inner product
1 JV'-1
if this limit exists. It is clear that if Jv(m) exists for any m^Z> then the inner
product always exists in H(v) and H(η) becomes a Hubert space. By A. N.
Kolmogorov [4], to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to prove that H{a) \ H(β)
and a^H(a+β).
It was proved by J. Besineau [1] that (a> β)=0. His proof
works as well to prove that (Tna, Tma)=0 for any ny m^Z.
Thus we have
H(a)A_H(β). On the other hand, since
lim
by lemma 4 and 5, a^H{a-\-β)

holds. Thus we complete the proof.
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